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Abstract 
Probabilistic modeling of the failure process of a structural multi-element system with brittle behavior of the elements is much 
more difficult as compared with rigid-ideal-plastic structures. The basic reason for this is the redistribution of action effects and 
possible influence of the load-path history on the sequence of failures of individual elements, which strengths are considered as 
random variables. In the paper, a certain concept of systems with no-unloading is applied in a self-consistent way for 
probabilistic study of such systems. It is proved for the system with no-unloading that, within the well-defined assumptions on 
the action effects rule, the probability of system failure under a given action can be calculated via a fit-for-purpose analytical 
formula. For systems allowing unloading, a set of the so-called majorant action effects is introduced, which makes it possible to
find an effective upper bound for the failure probability of the system with unloading. 
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Selection and peer-review under responsibility of the Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU), Department of 
Structural Engineering. 
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1. Introduction 
The main problem when performing the probability analysis of progressive failure of a system composed of 
brittle elements lies in the uncertainty of the system behavior in situations when several overloaded elements are 
found in a new system state after the another action redistribution among survived elements. Brittle type of failure 
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means that that the internal force in the failed element vanishes in an abrupt (instantaneous) manner. This in turn 
results in an impact-type action on the survived part of the system. However, the generally accepted approach here is 
to ignore all dynamic factors, which means that a model with excluded time is applied where only stationary states 
of the system are analyzed successively. 
Obviously, at some step of the progressive failure path, the system can come to a state in which more than one 
elements occur overloaded. In order to construct a correct model of the failure process, one needs inevitably to 
incorporate into the model certain additional hypotheses, which will be called as a selection rule. The selection rule 
assigned to the structural system under consideration makes it possible to determine uniquely elements among all 
those overloaded that are treated as failed at the next step of the failure path. There is large arbitrariness here again, 
because it seems equally reasonable to assume that both all overloaded elements should fail and only one most 
loaded element should. Moreover, a number  of other quite workable suggestions on selection rules can be proposed. 
It is clear that the use of different selection rules implies different values of the probability of system failure as a 
typical case, i.e. the failure probability occurs to be dependent on selection rule. Therefore, to find a useful upper 
estimate for the system failure probability it would be necessary to utilize such a selection rule that results in the 
maximal failure probability. Unfortunately, an additional difficulty here is that for different structural systems the 
worst selection rules can be different as well. So, another approach is proposed below.  
Note that till now the main tools for the calculation of the failure probability of structural systems with brittle 
elements remain approximate computational approaches of different types, with the exception of a trivial systems 
with a few elements. In most cases the problem of the selection rule is not accounted for with due accuracy. 
However, this matter can be rather important. A detailed discussion on relevant aspects of the probability study of 
structural systems has been presented by Ditlevsen and Madsen (2007), where somewhat similar, however, different 
notion of “jury definitions”   was used in application to the task of the definition of the safe set. 
2. Quasistatic model of structural failure with excluded time 
First of all it is necessary to describe the principal points of the modeling of the failure process in multi-element 
structural systems composed of  brittle elements iE  that have random strengths with prescribed probability 
distributions. Note that the description is quite evident and has been already presented in literature for long time 
(see, e.g., Bennett and Ang (1986), Ditlevsen and Bjerager (1986), Ditlevsen and Madsen (2007)). However, to 
formulate statements of mathematical type we need somewhat more strict notions and definitions. 
We say that an element can be overloaded and can be failed. The two notions are not identical, because an 
element can be overloaded, but not failed. An element is considered as overloaded, if the internal force equals or 
exceeds the element strength. Generally speaking, the model can be applied to a variety of multi-element systems 
with rather different physical nature. To be specific, we will imply statically indeterminate truss structure with 
flexible joints as a relevant analogue.  
We will use the term “action” for reference to external loads and term “strength” to characterize the ability to 
resist to actions. For simplicity, the model is restricted by the case of deterministic action, which is assumed to be 
equal to certain value 0!S .  
Let, further, the strengths of the individual elements iE  be determined by nonnegative quantities , 1, ,ir i n , 
where n is the number of structural elements. All ir  are assumed to be random variables with specific cumulative 
distribution functions (cdf) Fi(x) that can differ for different elements in the general case. In the model, the strengths 
of the elements are assumed to be independent random variables. For individual elements, we introduce an 
overloading criterion in a conventional form  
i iq r!   (1) 
where iq  is the current internal force, or action effect, in a survived element iE . It should be noted that, generally, 
the overloading criterion in the model differs from the failure criterion (see below). Each element besides being 
overloaded or non-overloaded can structurally be in one of the two states, either failed or unfailed (in the latter case 
the element is called a survivor). The criterion of element failure will be defined below.  
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As for the whole system, it can be in the intact (initial) state or in a damaged state, some of the latter being treated 
as critical states, or system collapse. Denote the set of all critical states by G.  
We will refer to the states of the system in which at least one element is overloaded as overloaded states. Other 
states will be referred to as non-overloaded states. 
Action effects depend on the action value and, in the general case, on the current structural state. Denote the latter 
as },,,{ 21 kk jjjI ! , where the numbers of survived elements are shown in braces. The case nk   corresponds to 
the initial state. Denote action effects relating to the state kI  under the load S by ( ; ) ,j k kQ I S j I , where kI  is an 
admissible state of the system containing the element jE  (or simply j, in there is no danger of misunderstanding). 
Note that it is assumed that there exists a unique value of jQ  for the given action S and state kI . We will refer to 
these quantities as stationary action effects and will omit sometimes the notation for S in the further text.   
To construct a probabilistic model within which the probability of system failure can be correctly calculated, one 
needs  to introduce the notion of failure path in the system, which is essential for the system collapse criterion 
definition. Let us take certain set of element strengths, say, nRRR ,,, 21 ! . The failure process in the system is 
modelling with complete time exclusion and is analyzed in a step by step manner. For a given external action S, 
overloading criterion (1) is checked at each step, where )( kj IQ should stand for jq , while jR  should stand for ir . 
The first step of the failure path, possibly being the last one, is the intact state nI . Some elements can be found to be 
overloaded. In the general case, only some of the overloaded elements are considered to be failed in accordance with 
the above introduced additional criterion, referred to as a “selection rule”. The failed elements being marked as 
failed are removed from the system giving the next step of the failure path. Then action effects are recalculated for 
the new configuration of the system, and the whole procedure is repeated iteratively.  
The notion of failure path is well-defined in the model because there are exactly two possible ways of terminating 
the failure processes described. In the first case, the failure path ends at some admissible non-overloaded state, i.e. 
the system whether remains in the initial state or becomes damaged, but not collapsed. In the second case, the failure 
path leads to some inadmissible structural configuration belonging to the critical set G, which means the global 
failure, or collapse, of the system. 
We can now formulate the problem mathematically: given (i) an external action S, (ii) element strength 
distribution functions, ( )iF x ,  (iii) the rule of the calculation of action effects )( kj IQ , and (iv) the selection rule, 
find the system collapse probability, ( ; )np I S . Note, that the totality of quantities );( xIp n  for all relevant x define 
in fact the cdf of system strength R due to obvious relations 
( ) P r{ } {p rob ab ility of system  collap se} ( ; )R nF x R x p I S    . 
It is not difficult to find that in the general case of the model described the probability of system collapse does 
depend on the selection rule (see e.g. Onishchenko (2009)). However, it is possible to define a subclass of structural 
systems which are non-sensitive to selection rules from the viewpoint of their global strength. This are systems the 
forces on surviving members never decrease following the failure of other members. To the best of the author 
knowledge such systems were mentioned for the first time by Bennett and Ang (1986) who called them as 
consistently redistributive structures. It was stated that it would be more easy to obtain a conservative estimate of the 
collapse probability for such systems, however no explicit estimates have been presented. Then, a new approach to 
study favorable properties  of such systems has been performed by Onishchenko (1992, 1996, 1999), where the 
systems were named as systems with no-unloading (SNU). Below the key results concerning the behavior of 
systems with no-unloading are summarized  in brief. 
3. Systems with no-unloading 
DEFINITION 1. A multi-element system consisting of n elements is called a system with no-unloading if for any 
admissible state the conditions 
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( ) ( )i m i kQ I Q Id  
are valid for all elements i belonging to Ik, where the configuration Ik is obtained from the configuration Im by 
removing one or several elements, i.e. when m kI I . 
The well-known bundle of fiber model first studied by Daniels (1945) is a significant example of SNU. 
For the systems with no-unloading the following specific properties are valid (see Onishchenko (1996) for the 
proof). 
STATEMENT 1. Let in SNU there exist an admissible non-overloaded system state Ik. Then the system does not 
collapse under an arbitrary selection rule.  
STATEMENT 2. Let a given SNU do fail under at least one selection rule. Then any admissible state of the 
system is overloaded.  
STATEMENT 3. Whatever the selection rule, the failure path in a given SNU either stops in the same admissible 
non-overloaded state or terminates by the system collapse. 
On the base of these properties, the following theorem has been proved by Onishchenko (1996). 
THEOREM 1. The probability ( )np I  of the collapse of an n-element SNU subjected to a given external load S 
does not depend on the selection rule and can be calculated as 
1 2
1 2
1
1 2 1
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The symbol 
1 , 1m
n
i i  ¦  means that the sum should contain terms corresponding to all subsets of m different 
integers belonging to the set In; ( ( )), 1, , ,i i i na F Q I i n   where ( )i nQ I  are initial action effects in the system 
under the load S  and ( ), 1, ,iF i n   are the cdf’s of the strength of the elements. 
Equation (2) is a recursion. To calculate the quantities ( )mp I , 1{ , , }m mI i i  for m n , one should use the set 
Im in (2) instead of In if mI  G  and adopt ( ) 1mp I   if mI  G  (recall that G is the set of critical configurations for 
the system in question). 
The statistical bundle of threads first studied by Daniels (1945) is a characteristic example of SNU. Action effects 
are redistributed uniformly among all non-broken threads, so the effects are defined as  
 1( \ { , , } ; ) ( )i n mQ I i i S S n m   
where m equals the number of failed threads. If one set  ( ) 1( \ { , , } ; )m n mz S p I i i S then the following recursive 
formula for the cdf  of the bundle strength can be obtained 
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where F is the cdf of the thread strength, i.e. the cdf of the bundle consisting of one element.  
4. General case 
Consider now the general case, when unloading can take place in survived elements after the failure of some 
overloaded elements. Let us introduce a set of so-called majorant action effects. These quantities are derived at the 
basis of the effects in the original system by means of successive comparison of effects in the system elements in 
different states and choosing the maximal ones. More precise, the definition of majorant effects is as follows. 
DEFINITION 2. A set of quantities {V } derived by the following rule: 
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( ) ( ) ,i n n nV I Q I i I  ; 
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is called majorant effects. 
In the verbal form, the procedure for the majorant effect determination can be described as follows. In the initial 
system state In majorant effects iV  coincide with the original effects iQ . Suppose then that all quantities ( )i kV I  are 
found for all 1k mt  . Find them for the state mI . To do this, take all system configurations that can be obtained 
by adding exactly one element to the state mI . Obviously, we get states of the form { }mI j , where \n mj I I . 
For every mi I , choose now the maximal value among already known quantities ( { } )i mV I j  and take finally 
( )i mV I  as the maximum of the last one and the original effect  i mQ I . 
It follows immediately from the definition that the following statement is true. 
STATEMENT 4. A set of majorant effects }{V  possesses the following properties:  
( ) ( ) , ( ) ( )i k i m i k i kV I V I V I Q It t  for all , ,k m kI I i I k m n  d d . (4) 
In addition, it can be easily checked that the sets {V} и {Q} do coincide for SNU.  
Consider a virtual multi-element system, action effects in which coincide with the quantities {V} determined by 
(3). Let us call this system as the majorant system with respect to the original system, in which action effects are 
given as quantities {Q}.  Due to property (4) the majorant system is a system with no-unloading.   
THEOREM 2.  For systems of general type, when unloading in surviving elements can takes place, the value 
p({V}) calculating by formula (2) with the use of majorant quantities {V} as action effects is an upper bound for the 
probability of failure of the original system under the arbitrary selection rule.  
PROOF. 
Denote the probability of failure of the original system as p({Q}) and that for the majorant system as p({V}). 
One can write 
1 1 1({ }) 1 ( ) ( )n n np w x w x dx dx:
  ³ ³Q ,   * 1 1 1({ }) 1 ( ) ( )n n np w x w x d x d x:  ³ ³V  
where ( )i iw x  are probability density functions of element strengths, : is the safe set for the original system, while 
:* is that for the majorant system provided external load S. To prove the statement, which can be rewritten as 
({ }) ({ })p ptV Q   for any selection rule,  (5) 
it is sufficient to prove that *:  : for any selection rule.  
Let a sampling point 1( , , )nR R R  belong to the safe set :*, which means that the majorant system does not 
collapse under action S. Thus, there exists a stable admissible state ,kI k nd  such that ( ) ,j k j kV I R j I   . Let us 
show then that no one element among Ik will occur overloaded and so failed at the failure path for the system {Q}. 
Reasoning will be performed by induction. 
First, in the initial intact state In we have due to the definition of majorants {V} and their properties: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ,j n j n j k j kQ I V I V I R j I d     
which means that all elements kj I  are not overloaded in the initial state and thus cannot fail. 
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Suppose then that the hypothesis is valid that all kj I  are not overloaded in some state m kI I , i.e. that 
( ) ,j m j kQ I R j I   . If there is no one overloaded elements in state Im then the system {Q} does not collapse. If in 
state Im there are some overloaded elements, which cannot be among Ik due to the hypothesis, the system come to the 
next stable state l mI I  following one or another prescribed selection rule. Anyway, all elements from Ik are 
survivors, hence l kI I  and ( ) ( ) ( ) ,j l j l j k j kQ I V I V I R j I d    , which means that no one of elements among Ik 
is overloaded in the new state as well. Thus, due to the induction principle no one of elements among Ik can be 
overloaded and thus failed during the failure path of the system {Q}. Therefore, the point R belongs to the safe set 
: under the arbitrary selection rule, which means that *:  :  and thus (5) holds. This concludes the proof. 
It is worthwhile to note that due to relation (5) the quantity ({ })p V may be considered as the most effectual 
upper bound of the failure probability for systems with possible unloading  in case when there is no convincing 
arguments to choose one or another selection rule among their variety. 
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